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PROFESSIONAL
SUMMARY

Efficient equipment operator highly experienced with forklift's, overhead cranes, and other
equipment used in environments. Support team members with smooth transport of loads in
excess of pounds. History of working accurately and meeting challenging production goals.
Dedicated team player and skilled trained in operating and maintaining different types of
equipment. Contribute to successful operations and customer satisfaction by quickly moving
products and materials. Maintain strong safety record and consistently hit performance targets.
Talented skilled at completing daily assignments and contributing to team success. Always
willing to take on any task. Adapts quickly to new needs and policies.
Reliable team member with strong background in equipment operation and maintenance. Move
loads quickly to meet targets and support team needs. Keep work areas clean, neat and free of
safety hazards.
Reliable and punctual successfully handles fast-paced work. Proven willingness to take on any
task to support team and help business succeed. Offers strong and abilities.
Knowledgeable about securing and inspecting loads to avoid transportation problems. Skilled
effective in documenting movements, tracking materials and keeping supplies organized.
Always looking for ways to improve performance and eliminate waste.
Focused delivers consistent and professional work for every assignment. Offers number years in
industry environments and top-notch abilities in skill . Trained in task.
Motivated skilled at meeting customer needs with expert support. Stays on top of demands in
fast-paced environments by effectively using slow periods. Maintain organized, clean and safe
work areas with diligent attention to important details.
Expert bringing proven expertise in environments. Successful leader and manager equipped
with skills to handle high-level responsibilities.

SKILLS

EXPERIENCE

Materials handling

Warehouse support

OSHA compliance

Heavy equipment operation

Product inspection

Production assistance

Dock work

Incident logging

Load inspection

Storage management

Forklift operation

Materials weighing

Microsoft Word

Task prioritization

Home Health Care Aide
vital home health care, garland, Texas, Jul 2018
Enhanced wellbeing of individual clients with personalized support for social, mental, and
physical needs.
Improved client nutrition by carefully monitoring and preparing specialized diets.
Kept spaces clean and inviting with regular cleaning, trash removal, and laundry assistance.
Helped home-bound individuals maintain personal dignity by assisting with personal hygiene
and care needs.
Identified issues with home environments through continuous monitoring, documenting, and
reporting concerns.

Forklift Operator
OHL , Dallas, Texas, Mar 2016 - Jun 2018

Operated multiple types of machinery in addition to forklifts, including materials handling
equipment.
Minimized hazards by following company safety requirements and OSHA regulations.
Completed accurate work by correctly reading and interpreting work orders and safety
instructions.
Maintained active Forklift Operator Certification and continuously improved skillset.
Prevented products from shifting and damage through proper bracing and strapping.
Supported fast-paced production work, quickly moving supplies into position and
transporting completed products.

Warehouse Worker
prologistix, Dallas, Texas, May 2015 - Mar 2016
Kept computer inventory tracking accurate by updating with new merchandise and other
changes.
Minimized errors by inspecting incoming orders, checking contents and quality, and verifying
paperwork.
Prepared [Number]+ orders on average each day, pulling and packaging products for quick
shipment.
Helped meet promised delivery times using excellent sorting skills and strong attention to
detail.
Processed incoming trucks efficiently, working to unload, stage, and store merchandise
smoothly.
Assisted with safe housekeeping procedures by maintaining clean work stations and areas.

EDUCATION

Trucking
Roosevelt High School, Dallas, Tx, Apr 1980

